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Investigative Activity: Processing of Involved Troopers (Scene #2) 

Activity Date:  August 2, 2023  

Activity Location: Ohio State Highway Patrol Montgomery County-Dayton Post, Englewood, Ohio  

Authoring Agent: Crime Scene Technician Amy Gill, #203  

 

On August 2, 2023, the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) was requested by the Ohio State 

Highway Patrol (OSHP) to investigate an officer involved critical incident. As part of the investigation, 

Crime Scene Technician (CST) Amy Gill responded to the OSHP Montgomery County-Dayton Post to 

process the involved troopers. 

CST Gill arrived at the Post where the involved troopers were located at approximately 0950 hours. CST 

Gill was advised that three troopers had discharged their weapons. OSPH Troopers  

 and were documented through photography. The following firearms were 

collected: 

Item 

# 

Trooper 

Name & Unit 

# 

Firearm Make & 

Model 

Caliber Serial 

Number 

Cartridge and Magazine 

1 Trooper 

#

Sig Sauer P320 

Pistol 

9mm 20 cartridges from the 

magazine in the pistol (capacity 

of 21) and 1 chambered 

cartridge 

2 Trooper 

#

Aero Precision 

Mod M4E1 Rifle 

.223/5.56 16 cartridges from the 

magazine in the rifle (capacity 

of 30) 

3 Trooper 

#

Aero Precision 

Mod M4E1 Rifle 

.223/5.56 27 cartridges from the 

magazine in the rifle (capacity 

of 30) 

 

Troopers and both reported that they only utilized their service rifles during the incident.  

Their pistols were photographed and a cartridge count was performed. Both weapons were fully loaded. 

CST Gill was advised that five additional troopers had witnessed the incident, but did not shoot. 

Troopers Matt Robinson (#226), Hector Burgos (#1811), Staff Lieutenant Seth Douthitt (#1378), Sergeant 

Erik Lofland (#1344), and Lieutenant Bryan Mangin (#264) were documented through photography. The 

witnessing trooper’s firearms were also photographed and a cartridge count was performed. All 

weapons were fully loaded.  
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Image 1. OSHP BearCat with BEs marked 

While at the Post, CST Gill was informed that during the incident, the OSHP Special Response Team’s 

(SRT) armored BearCat vehicle had been struck by gunfire. The BearCat was located in the rear parking 

lot of the Post and photographed as it was upon arrival. Two suspected ballistic events (BEs) were 

located on the passenger side of the vehicle. A bullet strike (BE1) was located on the front passenger A-

pillar of the vehicle. A shallow hole was observed and the paint around the area was chipped. A second 

bullet strike (BE2) was located to the glass of the rear passenger door. Radial and concentric fractures 

were observed; however, the projectile did not penetrate the glass. No projectile was recovered from 

either event. CST Gill cleared the Post at approximately 1110 hours and arrived at scene 1 at 

approximately 1130 hours.  

At 1620 hours, CST Gill received all evidence collected from Scene 1 from Special Agent Wagner. At 1723 

hours, CST Gill placed all evidence items from Scene 1 and Scene 2 in the BCI Crime Scene Unit 

temporary evidence locker located in London, Ohio to be retrieved by SA Wagner at a later time.   

 

 

 

 


